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Sumniar~

The method of =a:dmrizing the directional gain of a receiving
array theretofore usefu; only at a single frequency) is extended to
the case of operatic= at ;.. finite bandwidth. Xtis also shown how-to
design for maxinniir effective gain in the presence of noise Which
=ight arise'within t:he individual transducers or their preamplifiers.
Somne necessary no~se-field correlations are computed, and numerical
examnples are included to show the effects of bandwidth and selfl-noise
on the overall gain for reception which can be achieved. The directional
gain of a broadside linear array for operation at a finite bandwidth is
alw-ays less than that for operation at'a single frequeniy, but is always-
greater, and often considerably greater. than the gain realized by use
of the s-ingle -freciuency design at the finite bandwidth. Unklike the
single-Alrequency design, wh,-se directional gain falls very rapidly an
the operating bandwidth is increased from zeru, the wide-band designs
operate with good gain over a wide range of bandwidths.
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WIDE-BAND DIRECTIVITY OF RECEIVING ARRAYS

by

James 3. Faran, Jr. and Robert Hills, Jr.

Acoustics Resenrch Laboratory

Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Introduction

Certain functions which appear in the usual fornrulation' of the problem

of maximizing the directional gain of an array can be considered to represent
simply special, single-frequency forms of'a spa.-e correlation function which

K- - can, in principle, be evaluated for any spectrwnm. Analysis of the directivity
• problem from this point of view yields an extension of present desig-,n tech-i

niques to the case of maximizing the directional gaiu of a array for wide-band

* . signal reception. It is becoming well known tZ that the cdmnpntations invblve4
in maximizing the gain of an array for operation at a single frequency are very
laborious, and lead to specification of element curremts, vo!tages. or sensi-

tivities which are very large compared to those for-The uniform array and

whose magnitudes must be controlled with fantastic accuracy to achieve the

predicited directional gain. By the same token, the spacigseand frequency

of operation, must be accurately controlled to the same degree. The effect
of attempting to operate such an array with signals of finite bandwidth (in

transmission) or in the presence of a background noise of finite bandwidth
(in reccptins.) is no les.s serious in reducing the directional gain. However,

the elemne;:; F ?nsitivities which maximize the directional gain of an array
used in r;c.; ption can be determined in a straightforward manner for any

spectru:- by inserting in the original formulation of the problem the proper

"value"s o: .c space correlation function mentioned aliove. In an isotropic 4

"-Irl".,-..d,, R. L., Directivity of Acoustic Linear Point Arrays, Technical A
Mrc:-ndum No. 21, Acoustics Research Laboratory, HarvardUniversity,
C,.rnbridge, Massachusetts. (January 15, 1951).

-Yar. 'i , "A Note en Supcr G An Antt.nna Arrays", Proc. 1. R. E. 39.
sC?1-1035 ¶Septtnmber, 1951).

it
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S sO:se backgrond ((i-mterms of which thie directional gain is defined) this

Enmace correlation function can be readily compFettd for at least s6veral

spectra. and- is found to depend ocly on the dinae between the elerents

and the relati-ve time delay of the signals after reception, if any. If these-

backgrocnd noi.ýe correlatrions can not be computed readily, and if they can be ;

, .easured, the design for rnaxdimum gain can be carried out !n terms of

t e measured values.

Because the reception problem .depends a•most entirely upon these

noise correlations, one =ay irfer that the process of "shading" or selecting

these sensitivaties for the greatest output signal-to-noise ratio is simply

one of cancelling, as much as possible, the coherent parts of the noises -

received by the various elements. If the spacing is so wide that there is

little coherence between the noises received by the various'elements, there

is i-ttle that can b; done to increase the directional gain by nidng the sensi-

t-i;tie s other t•han uniform. Because; in reception, the shading is an oper-

at! an -which is carried out ocly with regard to the-balcvund nowise, the design

is not dependent upon the spectrum of the signal, as it is in the case of a

tra.-srnitting array, but only on the spectrum of the background noise a: the

ou-tput of the receiver (assumed to contain no nonlinear circuits" whose

pass-band need only be as wide as is necessary-to handle the signal.

It bas not, perhaps, -been generally recognized that the presence

of e-'en very small amounts of belf-n-ie in the individual elements or

preamplifiers of an array wlich has b-_en designed for maximum gain cam

very seriously decrease its effective gain. This is particularly true if any

of the sensitivities of the individual elements are considerably larger than

the ov-er-all value for the uniform array. It will be demonstrated how such

noise, if it exists, can be taken into account in. the design of the array, by
tj' rrzmaxirmizir~g a suitably defined effective gain.

Direct.onal Gain and E•fecti.,-e Ga-T of an Array

Used in Rc-ception

Assum.e that an array of vn rrcei ing transducers 1t3 located in a noisy

• 4N.
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signal-bearing medium; that the signal and noise from each elemn•t is delayed

a suitable time tr to compensate for the possibly different travel times from the

signal source to the different elements, and adjusted in amplitude by the factor

a. I' and a being, in general. different for each element; and that these signals

-. ;are then added. Such an array is shown in Fig. 1. We assume, for convenience.

that the nean- square amplitude of 'the signal at the output of each transducer is

unity, and that the mean- square amplitude cf the background noise at the output of

each transducer is also unity. After the proper delay compensation for travel

time, the signals from all elements will be in phase, and the total signal at the

output will be

sit)•' a V

We apply the constraint
S% m -

to insuire that, whatever teset Jitoefficients a., the mean-square signal ampli-

tude at the output of the array will be unity. Now assume that the background

th
~~noise received b'y the i~t transducer is ni~t); after compensation and shading, .the

contribution of the i transducer to the output noise is ainift - TE, and the mean-ii 4
square output noise from the entire array is

N, a ni(t - rd

Q C, j J(t -

•'1 i=l j=l

'0.

.Pi - 0Vt, (2)

t• ~where p,,.( -" ) is the cross.-corrclation function3 of the background noise.

A.Ie-cst".r:-• _"._,:r.,,rs" :'..u. -.'-. t7, A: :•i A; ,..rzjv'c': l.aborator"' -a '. r
-U,-i.;t~r~ity- C-::.bx :.tc, .MŽ •:hui'•,t /s - S&pternhcr 15. 195?, Chap. I.

vet

SF
*± A A&W.. .. --
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¼' h th
rec-•- c ed by the i and j elements, and is tormalized in the sense that

p. .-C4= p( ., O) =. and alsoin the s4nse tat

n.(t- tjn.•t-%j.
p. Z. __) 1 31 3

¾)

These correlation coefficients can be calculated easily for nondirectional

transducers in an isotropic bac'grour-d noise field having certain spectra;

these calculations are presented in the Appendix. For nonisotropic noise

fields, if they could not readily be calculated, they might still be measured

experimentally with sufficient accuracy to allow shading of an array for

*- optimum ope ration in that particular nonisotropic background noise field.

SBecause, by (1), the mean-square signal at the output of the array is unity,

thie n-mean- square noise output given by (Z) is the reciprocal of the output

- s-gnal-to-noise ratio, and-because the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of

Sany transducer was chosen to be unity, j2) is also the reciprocal of the

s ignal-to- noise-irmprovement powex ratio. In the special case where the

correlation functions correspond to an isotropic zioise-background (defined

"in the Appendix), (2) is the reciprocal of the directivity factor , DF. -How-

ever, because the analysis applies to cases where, the background noise is

not isotropic, if the correlation functions can be determined, we shall refer

- to (Z) generally as the reciprocal of the signal-to-noise-irnprovcnient factor,

IF, whence

iu1 j=l

If t.ere is noise generated in the mdiridtxa transducers, (or their

preamplifiers), the output signal-to-noise-improvernent will be less than

that given 11y (3), and can be consiaerably less, if the shading coefficients

are large. In order to deal with possibility, we define the effective signal-

"to-noise-imnprovement factor EF to be the mean-square output signal-to-

noise ratio when the rmean-square input signal-to-noise ratio is unity.

Ob-,ou sly, if there is no transducer self-noise, EF = IF. Now let the rnis
-a -

* amplitude of the self noise n!{t) at the output of the i receiver be Pi.; then

the mean-square noise at the output of the array (after compensation and

ep! E
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ihading) is

i 1•~~~2.( a•=i'[ti{r.1 '!Jt- '|•

nit

Ai=ljlil

oL a.n~-l +tZ

S~where it has been assumed that the self-noisezs are not coherent either with

e each othe r or %1-t the noi se s fr on th.6 iedfurno The effective sigrud-to-

A - h.s 1

noise improvement factor is then given by

-In

Si~~~i1 j1 - =

When the correlation coedticients used in the above expressionz correspond

to an isotropic noise background (and there is no transducer selfinois e),-I io s

equal to theidmrectivity factori and gtie dirbyiionl gain othe airay.is Iirnply this

dlirectiviv., factor expressed in decibels, In a similar Ma~nner (when there

Sis self - ar"..e), we can define an effective gain of the array to b~e equ~al to -F.
as defined above and expressed in decibelse wien the correlation coerficients

tcorrespond to an ssotropic backgrounse.

eh Maximization of the Directional Gain or of

the Effective Gain

The fta¢.cients a. for me xieurn DF, IF, or s F are readily determined
IL

in:.by finding those values which produce extrerna of the expressions (3) or (4)

subject to the constraint (1). This is easily accomplished by the method of
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tle Lag72.ngian mnIntiplier. The coefficients are found by solving the follot4ing:et of e -n:l sizul.aneous linear equations in the m+1 unknownsaV ..
anl IL for the a's: For maximuxn improvement factor,

00a(/IF) + -OR o8(1 + /--F = 0

8(1/ir) + Paft 0
inI m *- j

RzO;

for maximum directivity factor DF or maximum effective improvement factor

EF, IF in the eqaations above may be replaced by DY or EF, using the appro-

p priate expression, (3) or (4).

These equations are considerably simplified in the case of a linear array

of equally spaced elements arranged for broadside reception in an isotropic

backjround. since no delays are needed and the shading will be symmetrical.

We l.rst renuimber the elements to take advantage of this symmetry and reduce

The numnber of unknowns. Whereas before, we numbered the m elements

1. 2. 3 ....... ................... m.

we now number tl.em
-• ~~~-(mn-llZ,.......-z,-il,O, ,2, ....... txn-1)14Z

if in is odd. and

- Z........-Z,.-- 1,[Z,............. . nf2...

if in is even. wghere we now undýrstand that a zcvar For nondirectional

transducers in an isotropic background noise field, and with no artificial

delays, the background noise crosscorrelations are a function only of the

distance between the elements, as is shown in the Appendix. In general, it

is conveniernt to write the crosscorrelation function as P(d',t1. where d' Is

the di•btance between the two poslts and t: is the relative (artf.icial) delay.

4Sokolnilcoff, I, S. , ar. E. S. Saoklcnikoff, Hi.her Mathematics for
Engineers ad Ph- sicists, Znd ed., McGraw-Ifill, Ne-t York(1941),.
?-
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In terms of this- function.

• ; -- Pi.jO = t P Iijd. 0).

where d is the distance between adjacent elements Id'= li-jl d). Them. for m odd,

f)-7F C a iUa I P(ti-jld. 0).

i-(m-1)/Z j &-( -P)IZ

and . -. )

R= o~lO

while, for rn even,

:t--moZ j=-mIZ

•r MP -t. °lit li 11-

2=-rri/2

and 
.,

R =1 aj, -1=0.

2.,M/2

.4 Since, because of symmetry, differentiation with respect to t i gives the

same eiuation as does differentiation with respect to ai, it is only necessary

to solve the following set of (rm+1)/2 equations in the (m+l)IZ unknowns

.... aI for the o's, if in is odd,

118eL . - - - - - - -. .--....-

SMAN
.z~I
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or to solve the following set of in!2Z2+ equations for the a's, if rn is even.

mI

* (8 --# " OR.." -0

-' -- - -- - -- .

R z
• 1"-

The directivrity factor or effective signal-to-noise-ratio improvement factor
achieved with a set of coefficients ai is readily calculated by evaluat ing the

appropriate expression in (6) or'(/} whence the direct ional gain or effective

gain is obtained by conversion to decibels.

It is perhaps'wefl to bear in mind that the method of the Lagrangian

munltiplier only determines sets of coefficients which correspond to extreme

of the function under consid-eration, and that whether this is a minimum (as we

desire here, -since we are working with the reciprocals of directivity factors)
or a maximum must be determined afterwards. We have not, however, en-
counatered anything. other than minima in solving these equation.

IV.

Numerical Examples

"The excitation coefficients and directivity indices, or directional gains,'
;ia-.e been computed by this method for linear arrays of five and nine non-
directional transducers. Calculations were made for a wide range of band-

widths of noise whose spectrum iA the same as the response spectrum of a

SSir, gle Series-turc-d-t:i cu;,, filter. The . .. a-,CAId noise in a receiving systemn

wo.Addhav.- this Spectrum if the noise in the mecdiurn were essentially "white"

P-u &J. •aa . & & s k r.4 cf K .N .akU
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and if there were such a filter in the receiver. The elenent-to-el ene

spacing of the arrays was 1/8 wavelength at the center frequency of twe

-- spectrum; the over-all lengths of the arrays were then 1/2 and I wave-

length, -respectively, at the center frequency. -The shading coefficients

, for maximum directional gain at various bandwidths were found first by

"solving Eqs. (8) using the correlations of Table A-I; then the directional

gains which resulted from using each particular set of shading coefficients

at a number of different operating bandwidths were computed from the first

of Eqs. (6).

The directional gain data for the five -element array are summarized

in Table 1. The-first set of entries is for uniform shading where each a

is equal. to 115. The directional gain for single-frequency operation (Q=co)

is 1. 6Z db, and it increases somewhat as the bandwidth iii increased. The
% next group of entries is for the case of shading to produce maximuim di-

rectional gain for single-frequency operation. If the array could be. used
with a receiver that would accept only a single frequency. a directional

gain of 5.54 db could be realized.. If, bow-eer, the receiver pass -ban.; was

finite (as it must be in a practical case) but narrow, corresponding to a of
-,7 1000, for examýle, the directional gain would fall to -2. 84 db, and it would

continue to fall, and rapidly so, if the operating bandwidth were furthler

-- increased. On the other hand. if the array were shaded for maximum

directional gain at Q= 1000, a directional gain at this bandwidth of 3.91 db
would result. As the rest of thr. data in this table indicate, a significant
increase, in the directional gain over that of the uniform array can be effected,

but tLe increase is less at the wider bandwidths. Furthermore, the wider the
design bandwidth, the wider the range of bandwidths at which the array willIi operate with a directional gain significantly greater than that for the uniform

"array. The data of this table are presented graphically in Fig. 2. Schematic

diagrarrs of the shading cocfficicrts which produce maxinmum directional gain

at these diffcrent bandwidths are shown in Fig. 3; *.he wider the design band-

% width, the more nearly the shading coefficients approach the value for the
-' uniform array. The increased weighting given the end-elements seems to be

typicfa! owf"-de-brind rnaxin.um-gain designs.

I"t: i;.!,F6 da•ta for the" n;r-- elr..Crn-t arr-, are presented in Table II and
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in graphical form in Fig. 4. Even starting -with 13 significant figures. and
- g carrying IZ through the computation, it was impossible to craluate the

coefficients with sufficient accuracy (8 significant figures) to compute the
directional gain for this array for operation at a single frequency. In order

to make this example as complete as possible, a probable value for the direc-
tional gain for single-frequency operation, 7.6 db, has been estimated from

- -Fig. 4-7 of Technical Memorandum No. 21. 1 Ii was not possible to compute

the directional gain for this shading at any other bandzvidth, either, for thd
samrne reazon. but the gain must fall very, very rapidly as the bandwidth is

increase4, if we are to judge by the performance of the five-element array.

No difficulty was encountered in computing on a desk calculator the cases for
the nine-element array where 0-= 100, 8. or 2, and these data show 2nmch the
-same behaviour as those for the smaller array. The shading coefficients are

presented schematically for this case in Fig. 5. Here we see that by increasing

the design bandwidth from zero to correspond to 0 = 100, the coefficients are
.,made to fall from the order of 30,000 to the order of I I The directional gaim.

Sachieved at Q = 100 is 1. 42 dlb greater than that for the uniform array, and

is unquestionably far greater than that for the single-frequency design, if it
were operated at this bandwidth.

The effect of self-noise in the individual transducers (or their preamplifiers)

on tbhe effective gain of an array can be calculated from the second of Eqs. (6).
For example, for the five-element linear array discussed above' designed
for rmaximurn directional gain for single-frequency operation, although the
directional gain is 5. 54 5b, transducer self-noise 40 db below the noise from

the rmedium at the output of each transducer will decrease the effective gain of
the array to 0.1 5 db. If the self-jaoise is only 20 db below the noise from the

medium, the effective gain of the array is reduced to -18.40 db! If, on the
oth.er hand. the array is designed for maximuum effective gain in the presence of

N.,
seAf-noise which is 20 db down, the effective gain can be made 3.63 db. These
d:,ta are included with others for wide -band operation in Table fit. Because

It has been suggested that. once these coefficients are known approximately.
by changing to a new set of variables ccaled so that each of the new variables
is c, the order of unity, it arnight be possible to make the necessary improve-
-nent in the accu.-acy of the determined values. Unfortunately. tihe did not
perm0it investigation of this technique.
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Table I

DlIRECTIONAL GAIN IN IU.C".TION

for five-element linear array with spacing e~qual to 1/8
* wavelength at center frequenicy of tuned~-circuit spectrulm

Sh~ading Qof Operating Directional
Spectrumi Gain

lUni form 1.62 db
it $ 1.84

Z" 2.47

Max. Gain at 0 co.. 0.5
it 1 1000 -2.94'

100 -.12.ZZ

2 -29.12

lax. Gain at 0 =1000 C34.04
1000 -3.91

103 Z. 99

2 -7.50

Max, Gain at 0 100 003.83
1000 3. 8z

100 3,74
II~Z -8.79

'I2 0.92

Max. Gain atQ=9 C 3.51
#1100 -3.48

II8 3.18
z 2.47

Max. Gain at 1 2C 2.70
ml160 2.71

II8 2.81
a' 3.08
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*Fig. 3. Schc-rratic diagrams of the shading coefficients for a
five-clemnent livear array with spacing etilat to 1/8 wavelength

* ~at tre cfister frcquerncy of a tuned.-circuit spiuctrur. fir tMe
uniformly cnise.'iive array. aiAd f(r .arrays designed for Maximum
directivity inidex (directional gaiti) at the indicated value of the
6jpectrurn0
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Table 1I

DIRECTIONAL GAIN IN RECEPTION

for nine-element linear array with spacing equal to 118
S".wavelength at center frequency of tuned-circuit spectrum

Shading Q of Operating Directional
- Spertrum Gain

Uniform " a 3.94 db
, 100 3.96

8 4.12
,2 4.66

Max. Gain at -0= co CD 7. 6
x. - x(estimated)

Mak. Gain at Q= 100 00 5.68
- " 1000 5.65

100 5.38
"I 8 2.93

Max. Gain at.Q =8 0 4.88
*1 100 4.86

"8$ 4.82
"2 4.71

ax. Gain at Q=Z 00 4.61
"1000 4.61

"I 100 4.62
4 8 4.71

"1" . 5.07

S.__-.

-- 4 .

'Ig
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4Y -self-noise reduces .the effective gain drastically only when tine sbading CA-

efficients are very large, its effect is slight on arrays designed for wide-

band operation, where, as we see from Fig. 3, the shading coefficients are

relatively small. Included in Table UII are the directional gains which these

E!, self-noise designs would have if the self-noise were not present. These figures

indicate that it is possible to design so as to protect against the possible presence

of self-noise, while achieving a'design which would still produce a fairly large

directional gain,

V.

Summary
A method has been demonstrated for determining the shading coefficients

of a receiving array which produces the greatest possible mean-square signal-

to-noise ratio at the output, in the presence of noise arising either in the signal-

-. bearing medium or in the transducers themselr-es or both. From the numerical

-"• examples presented, it appears that the maximum directional gaan of an equally-

spaced broadside array for wide-band operation is less thafi that for single-fre-

quency operation, but usually much more than that obtained by use of the single-

-* frequency design at the wide bandwidth, and, except for very wide-band eases,

. 1i sigirficantly greater than that obtained by -using uniform sensitivity. The

*" effect of small amounts of self-noise arising in the transducers is small except

"= in arrays designed for maximum directional gain at very narrow bandwidths;

'Ž" in these cases, by taking this self-noise into account, the effective gain of the

array can be made near to what the directional gain would be in. the absence

of such self-noise.

Although it is now possible in principle to insert the functional form of the

noise crosseorrelation function into (3):.r %4) and maximize the gain of the

array not only with respect to the shading coefficients but also with respect to

the spacings of the elements (along a line), his procedure has not been attempted

here, for fairly obvious reasons. Bly further accounting for the effects of

N various time delays applied to the sigrd.ls frunm the different elements, it might
be possible to maximize the gain of the array in terms of its spatial configu-

t•. ;ration. Certainly only slight changes in the functions of Table A-I result in

vastly dLrr':t s.:t atco:ffi-c:v-,ts fcr the cqually spaced lint-ar array; if some

of th•e:., sl;gI.A c-tar.,,.-s ca:n . _on. na d b',y chatges in spacing along a line or

'4
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ispatial cotfigZuration of the array, increased directional gains at all band-

wdths might be four•.d

Appendix

Co.nputation of Background Noise Crosscorrelation in an

IsotropIc Noise Fiel4

An isotropic noise field may be defined as one in which the total noise

power received by a directional receiver is independent of both its location

and its angular orientation. For example, inmaginn a uniform distribution.

of infinitesimal statistically-independent random noise'sources on the inner

surface of a very large sphere. If all these sources emit noise having the

,same spectrum, the sound field in the vicinity of the center of the

sphgre may be considered isotropic.**- .Te croessorrelation bitween it.

A total pressures at two different points in such an isotropic noise field can be
calculated by integrating the crosscorrelation between the pressures produced
at those two points by a single point source on the large sphere over all possible

positions of the point source on the sphere. This croascorrelation has beea
derived previously and numerically evaluated for the case of a rectangular -

spectrum one octave in width. 5 We'here again derive these results in somewhat

different notation, and also evaluate the crosscorrelation for tuned-circuit spectra.

Assume that a single point source is located on a large sphere concentric

with the. origin at the spherical coordinate angles 0 and A. Assume that this-
0, source generates random noise and that the pressure at the origin generated

The context of this appendix was previously presented au Chapter III of
Technical Memorandum No. 28. where use was made of it in a different

4. connection. Becau-e of its fundamental importance to this work, it isSincluded here in substantially the same form, for the convenience of the
*,reader.

The above definition is a broad -band equivalent of the background distribution
specified in the standard definition of directivity factur in American Standard
Acoustical Terminology. American Standards Association, Inc.. New York

'SS

Marsh, H. W.. Jr.. "Correlation in Wave Fields", A declassified portion of the
Quarterly Report for the period ending March 3.1, 1950. U. S. Navy Underg-
water Sound Laboratory, New London, Connecticut.
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- Table MI -

EFFECTIVE GAIN• IN PECEPTIMO WITH NOTSY TRANSDUCERS

for five-element linear array witL spacing equal to 118 wavelength at center
frequency of tuned-circuit spectrunr

Designed for Maximum Designed for Maxsimnun
Directional Gain Effective Gain

a) of Self-Noise Directional Effective Directional Effective
Spectrum Gain Gain Gain Gain

cO -40 db 5.54 db 0. 15db
-30 VI-8.56 3b".20 -18.40 3.80 db 3.63 db

1000 -zO 3.91 c0.6z 3.79 3.64

S100 -,0 .74. 3.47 3.71 3.57
a• .-. 0 3.18 3.10 3.13 .3. 11

2 -20 3.08 3.05 3.08. 3.05

at output of each transducer in decibels relative to noire from medium at
output of that transducer

V.,,

.. •.V
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thereby may be reprtsented by the random furction fit). The pressure aL

a distance d from the origin in the positive direction on tan azis of t (z-axis)

is then ftt+(d/c)cos 0] . where c is the soud-.d •clocity in the medium.. If p•)

is the normalized autocorrelation function of fit), the rnormalized cross-

correlation of the pressures at these two points is p tjtr 4d•c) cos ].. -

If the isotropic noise field is assumed to have a mean-square pressure

- of unity in the vicinity of the origin, the contribution to this mean-square

pressure from an element- of solid angle sin 0 dO dO will be (1/4ý-) sin 0 dO d6.

The expression for the crosscorrelation in the isotropic noise field is them

2 P(d.Z) p -- I•+ r+(d/c)cos oj sin 0 dO d64ir I
0 0

U -. t + (4/c cos a] muG dO. (Al)

The symbol capital rho (P) is used heze to indicate that this crosscorrelation

.function is normalized (in the sense that P(O, 0) = 1). There are two possible

Smethods of evaluating this integral:

""{(1). We can introduce the new variable -c =r•+ + d/c)cos9 so that

-/c+t
P(d,21) 7d'~ f pft')dr'

-d/ct'?

This for..mula must be usc i with care chv-er~e-neer p (r) is explicitly a junction

of It!; otherwise its use is convenient whenever the indefinite integral of

p('C) is easily found.

(2). The autocorrelation function p (V) -r-ay be written as the Fourier
"¾-• transform of the intensity spectrum of ft.t):

See reference 3. For convenience in carrying out integration in the
complex plane we assumu Xere that Wico) is an even fanction of (i
on tl.e real axis, which is possible because p(t) is real. A difference
of a fctor Z is inplicit in the dcf.r.-ion. cf the spectra for positive.
real Co.

'A••

-I tI I I I I I I I I
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"Since p( ) is a normalized autocorrelation function, the intensity spectrum

W(C,) above is also assumed to be normalized so t!La

Equation (Al) may then be written

"• ." ItCO

P(d5) 'r- t W((j,) et i~d/c)cos 4i;Ib d&j d@

-CoJ

-- );•$•. f sin((od/c) ej6•"d.(ar
• ; =. w (Cj) s Jlc)

This formula is useful when W(&i) can be written explicitly as an analytic fuhction

of j. "n which case it mray be readily evaluated by contour integration.

We first find P(do 0) for a rectangular spectrum. The intensity spectrum

of the noise field is assumed to have the constant value lft.between. -AO.-

and &j° + ,%, and to be zero elsewhere. From (A3) we then have

P(d, 0)- 1 sintod/c) d}
7164 (6id/c)

d d
C o 0 ~ ,

c--- SiKC I sint-dMdx-d•. j/ - dx

if , + S
- 4-r j ao) i - J •

where Si( ) is the sine-integral function..

_-tr t L •_.. a..-. t•I- --k{4-- 4.tS-l4 .--I i. f 'n sa a d a r a
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VALUES OF THE FUNCTION P(d. 0) FOR. THE TUNED-C1RC1J SPECIRUM
as a function of d 1.% , where IL is the w.avelengtU at the
center frequency of Kie tuned-circuit spectrum, itl1aving
"been assumed that ao' = (; for various values of M.

d/. Pjd,0O d/k P(d, 0)

Q=co 0=8
0.0 1.0000 0000 0.0 1.0000 0000

0.125 0.9003 1632 , :! 25 0.8571 8930
0. 25 0.6366 1977 0.25 0.5710 8975
0.375 0.3001 0544 0.375 0.2590 1131
0.5 0.0000 0000 0.5 0.00.00 0000

0.625 f -0.1800 6326 0.625 -0.1408 7477
0.75 -0.2.122 0659 0.75 -0.1580 6968
0.875 -0.1286 166- 0.875 -0.091 15z45
"1.0 0.0000 0000 1.0 0.0000 0000

0O. 0 1.0000 0000 0.0 1.0000 0000

0.125 0.8999 6283 0.125 0.7398 1238
0.25 0.6361 1997 0.25 0,4298 6598
0.375 0.2997 5209 0.375 0.1665 1497
0.5 0.0000 000,0 0.5 0.0000 0000

0.625 -0.1797 1005 0.625 -0.0674 6173
0.75 -0.Z117, 0718 0.75 -0.0653 3076

.0.875 -0.1282 6355 0.875 -0.0325 3737
1.0 0.0000 0000 1.0 0.0000 0000

0= 100
0.0 1.0000 0000

0.125 0.8967 8772
0.25 0.6316 3935

, 0.375 0.2965 9065
0.5 0.0000 0000

0.625 -0.1765 6221
0.75 -0.2072 6503
0.875 -0.1251 2924
1.0 0.0000 0000

I___ A_______

m4
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We now find the complete function P(d,r) for the twued-circuit spectrun.

The intensity spectrum of "white" noise which has been passed througha series-

tuned circuit is (normalized to satisfy (AZ))

W(3. ~+•

where G3 /Zi is the center frequency, toF/Z• is the hall-band-width, and Q z&)IZ(AF.-

The function W(&',) is an analytic function of the complex variable (o having four

simple pý6les, two each in the upper and lower hal.-planes. If the sine function

in the integrand of (A3) is written as the sum of two exponentials, the integral

may be evaluated by contour intcgratioa. On the real axis, WMj) is a real, even

function of (0, and Isin(.4d/0)] /(odic) is also real and even. Because the Fourier

transform of a real. even function is also a real, even function, it is only neces-

sary to evaluate P(d,%) for positive V. the values fox negative v being obtained

from

P(d. -T) = P(d,1).

We thus evaluate

SP d,tSL) 
ej "e3d(d/c .T) CLUd o 1k) d dj.

The contour integration is carried out in straightforward manner, assuming

that T>-D, it being noted that the secondintegral is carried around the lower

or upper half-plane depending respectively, on whetherqT is less than, or

greater than, d/c. The result is, for all *C."

e -(jFd/c sW i nm {+ d 1'1) dIS d- A,
Zdi'

"e•F Il -(Jzd/€ C (url)

ewhere dn' + e sinv( i•- d/c.

When r 0 this r Cot'r

Whr 0ti crosscor relation fwi~ction reduces to
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P(d. O) = 9' - (A47

L tudc) J
Values of the function P(d, 0) computed frorm (A4 for various values of Q

are tabulated in Table A-I. In computing these values, the simplifying assump-

tion that c' =(J was made. The numerical examples cited in this mernoranduwn

were based on the values given in this table; the result of having made the assump-

tion is that the correct spacings of the arrays for which values were computed are

larger than the vAlue quoted by a factor -

are the true values of Q a:e smaller by a factor

-- • . 4--I 4Qz .

The effect on the computed directional gains of having made this assumption
-s almost certainly negligible.

. --

± 1
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